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The H-Sport Journal Watch monitors scholarly journals for articles that are of interest to sport scholars across from many disciplines. The publications are listed below by journal title and are updated quarterly.

Scott Jedlicka is the editor for English-language non-sport journals.
Alec Hurley is the editor for English-language sport journals.
César Rodrigues is the editor for Spanish- and Portuguese-language journals.
Pierre-Olaf Schut is the editor for French-language journals.
Nicola Sbetti is the editor for Italian-language journals.
Rebeccah Dawson is the editor for German-language journals.

Suggestions for journals to monitor, article references to be included, or any questions regarding the Journal Watch, should be sent to editorial-sport@mail.h-net.msu.edu.

The Journal Watch files are listed chronologically below. The Journal Watch can also be browsed by language: English, French, German, Spanish & Portuguese, and Italian.